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Abstract. The capacity and transmission power of the wireless ad hoc networks are limited, so the 
key to study in the field of ad hoc networks is how to use the capacity of the nodes and improve the 
performance of the network. Based on the research of traditional layered protocol, a new cross layer 
optimization method is proposed, which is based on the network capacity and transmission power. 
The OFDM technology is introduced into the self-organization network. The MAC protocol can be 
transmitted to the transmission layer, so that the TCP protocol can distinguish the network congestion. 
Using the OPNET software, the simulation experiments are carried out. The results show that the 
transmission power of the cross layer optimization method can effectively optimize the network, 
reduce the time to wait for the time, improve the average throughput efficiency, and achieve the same 
effect as the packet loss. 

Introduction 
Wireless ad hoc network is a multi hop temporary autonomous system, which is composed of a 

group of mobile nodes with wireless transceiver. It is not required to set up the network infrastructure. 
The network is flexible and can be multi hop topology. However, the capacity of the network is 
limited and the transmission power is limited, so it is needed to improve the performance of ad hoc 
networks by using network optimization. How to save the energy cost of nodes, improve the capacity 
of link load, and efficient utilization of the network nodes, are the key problems which restrict the 
research and development of self organization network. 

Design principles of capacity and power control for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 
Wireless ad hoc network protocol stack can be divided into 5 layers, including physical hardware 

layer, data link layer, network layer, transport layer and application layer, network capacity and 
transmission power control is the premise of ensuring communication quality, by increasing the 
network load, adjust the transmission power, realize the network power consumption, improve the 
network throughput efficiency, based on transmission power cross layer optimization of network 
control framework structure is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1 Flow chart of Wireless Ad Hoc Networks capacity and transmission power optimization 
Figure 1 shows the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks and the transmission power of cross layer 

optimization. The process is divided into six steps. The first is to define the network, such as 
throughput capacity, link utilization, equipment efficiency, network delay, packet loss and other data, 
and then use OPNET software to establish a network simulation model, which includes self 
organization network, network topology and protocol. After the simulation model is built, the data is 
collected, and the simulation results are finished. Then, the network is optimized to carry out the cross 
layer optimization of base band capacity and transmission power, and then debug and simulation. 

Cross layer optimization of Baseband Design and transmission power for Wireless Ad Hoc 
Networks 

The baseband subsystem is also a part of the wireless self-organizing network. The baseband 
subsystem can receive data from multiple access subsystem, and the received data is sent to the digital 
intermediate frequency system. At the same time, the baseband subsystem receives the data which is 
processed by the intermediate frequency sub system, and the data is transmitted to the multiple access 
subsystem. In the actual communication process, from the signal transmitter to receive signal the end 
of the path and not only, thus cause multipath effect, the signal delay, increase transmission line load 
negatively, so as to reduce the transmission power, which influence the capacity of wireless ad hoc 
networks. In order to solve this problem, the OFDM technology is introduced into the network 
organization, within one OFDM symbol contains multiple sub signals via the modulation of the 
carrier wave, the symbol can be expressed as  
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In this formula (1), N is the number of subcarriers and T is the symbol duration, di represents the 
i-th sub signal load wave values, fi  is the i-th sub carrier wave frequency, the formula of fi is as 
follows 

Tiff ci /+=                        （2） 

The demodulation process is proformed for m sub signals in the formula (1), in the t time, after the 
integral processing, the formula (3) can be obtained, 
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For the physical layer power control, the survival time and capacity of a wireless node depend 
on the battery capacity and power consumption, and the battery capacity can not be improved. The 
control of power and node capacity includes the introduction of the switch and the energy saving 
mode of the wireless network card, which can be realized by changing the clock frequency of CPU 
and the speed of the hard disk. The cross layer power control is the control of the transmission 
power to each protocol layer, and the optimized design of the network is realized by cross layer 
optimization. Cross layer optimization method is divided into two kinds, one is the low level of 
information feedback to high-level, such as the MAC layer of network data packet feedback to the 
transmission layer, so that the TCP protocol can distinguish the network congestion, the second 
method is to bundle many protocols, a protocol to another protocol. 

Simulation of wireless ad hoc network optimization design 
In order to improve the capacity and performance of wireless ad hoc networks, the architecture 

of computer and communication network is required to test the performance of the system. In order 
to implement the OPNET software, the simulation model of the wireless ad hoc network is built, 
which is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 OPNET wireless ad hoc network simulation model 

Figure 2 shows that the wireless ad hoc network simulation model, which is built by OPNET 
software, is often a data packet loss problem in ad hoc networks. Using transmission power cross 
layer optimization method can effectively optimize the network, reduce the time to wait for a long 
time, improve the average throughput efficiency, to achieve the same effect as the packet loss. 
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Fig. 3 The real-time average throughput rate of self organization network optimization 

It shows in Fig. 3 that the average throughput curve of the real-time network under the 
optimized scene of the organization network. The first kind of method is used, the low level 
information feedback to the high level, the MAC layer of the network data packet feedback to the 
transmission layer, so that the TCP protocol can distinguish the network congestion, improve the 
network's capacity. 

 
Fig. 4 The average load diagram before and after optimization 

Figure 4 shows the average load curve of the network, which can be seen by the graph, the 
average load of the network is improved, and the load capacity of the network is improved. 

Conclusion 
Load capacity and power control is a typical cross layer optimization problem. A good load 

capacity and power control scheme can effectively reduce the power consumption of ad hoc networks, 
improve the capacity of network throughput, and effectively increase the transmission rate of packets. 
This paper presents a new method of cross layer transmission power optimization based on the base 
band design, which can be optimized according to the network system's constraints and network 
transmission characteristics. Using OPNET software for modeling and Simulation of the network, the 
network optimization method proposed in this paper can effectively control the network delay and 
achieve the same throughput capacity as the packet loss. 
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